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Abstract. Parametric geological models such as implicit or kinematic models provide low-dimensional, interpretable represen-

tations of 3-D geological structures. Combining these models with geophysical data in a probabilistic joint inversion framework

provides an opportunity to directly quantify uncertainty in geological interpretations. For best results, [..1 ]care must be taken

with the intermediate step of rendering parametric geology in a finite-resolution discrete basis [..2 ]for the geophysical calcu-

lation[..3 ]. Calculating geophysics from naively voxelised geology, as exported from commonly used geological modeling5

tools[..4 ], can produce a poor approximation to the true [..5 ]likelihood, degrading posterior inference for structural parame-

ters. We [..6 ]develop a simple integrated Bayesian inversion code, called Blockworlds, showcasing a numerical scheme

to calculate anti-aliased rock properties [..7 ]over regular meshes for use with gravity and magnetic sensors. [..8 ]We use

Blockworlds to demonstrate anti-aliasing in the context of [..9 ]an implicit model with kinematic action for simple tectonic

histories, showing its impact on the structure of the [..10 ]likelihood for gravity anomaly.10

1removed: the projection of the geological parameter space onto the
2removed: of
3removed: must be faithful within the power of the data to discriminate. We show that naively exporting voxelised geologyas done in
4removed: can easily
5removed: geophysical
6removed: then demonstrate a numerical forward-modeling scheme for calculating
7removed: on
8removed: Finally, we explore
9removed: a kinematic forward model

10removed: geophysical
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1 Introduction

Geological modeling of subsurface structures is critical to decision-making across numerous application areas, including min-

ing, groundwater, resource exploration, natural hazard assessment, and engineering, yet is also subject to considerable uncer-

tainty (e.g. ?????). Uncertainty arises in numerous places within the model-building workflow, including: sparse, noisy, and/or

heterogeneous geological observations and rock property measurements; the indirect nature of geophysical measurements; the15

non-uniqueness of inverse problem solutions; and the ambiguity of geological interpretations (?). Rigorous quantification of

uncertainty is therefore critical to decision-making informed by models, and is becoming an increasingly active area of research

in geology and geophysics (????). [..11 ]

Bayesian methods provide a probabilistically coherent framework for reasoning about uncertainty [..12 ](???). Although

not the only way to account for uncertainty in earth science settings, Bayesian reasoning enables the natural integration of20

heterogeneous data and expert knowledge [..13 ](???), guides the acquisition of additional data for maximum information gain

(e.g. ?), enables selection among competing conceptual models (e.g. ??), and optimizes management of risk in decision-making

over possible outcomes (e.g. ?).

Bayesian methods are used in both geology and geophysics, [..14 ]but with different framing for inference problems. In

the geophysics community, where quantitative inversion frameworks have been in use for decades (???), the core problem is25

framed as a non-parametric imaging of the subsurface. The model parameters [..15 ]directly define discretized spatial fields

of rock properties, from which forward geophysics are calculated to reproduce observations. Model structures rich enough

to be useful are often very high-dimensional, and variations in spatial scales and resolutions make the full covariance matrix

cumbersome and impractical to evaluate (?). [..16 ]Although the discrete geophysical image representation may naturally reflect

the geological interpretation — for example, in the transdimensional inversions reviewed in ? — this is not usually the case,30

and much effort goes into [..17 ]developing models with priors or regularizing terms to constrain the outputs of geophysical

inversions to be geologically reasonable.

[..18 ]Examples include: the hierarchical Bayesian "lithologic tomography" of ? and ?; structure-coupled multiphysics ap-

proaches (??); and flexible models based on Voronoi tessellations or multi-point statistics (e.g. ??). Level-set methods (?????)

11removed: The reduction of geological uncertainty through fusion of complementary types of information or data, including geophysics, has long been of

comparable interest (e.g. ???????).
12removed: , particularly in the context of beliefs about latent or unobserved entities and their causal influence on observations
13removed: (??)
14removed: where the question of how to combine disparate types of information depends upon the framing of the problem
15removed: comprise a segmentation of the subsurface along with rock propertieswithin each segment; applying a forward geophysics operator to this

model produces synthetic data that can be compared to
16removed: Inverse problems are notoriously ill-posed, and priors or regularizing terms must be included alongside the likelihood to target sensible regions

of parameter space.
17removed: constraining
18removed: These limitations surrounding interpretability and dimensionality are common to representations of geological structure in terms of very

flexible models, including those that incorporate other geological concepts.
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solve for the boundaries of discrete rock units; these methods are more parsimonious than traditional volumetric inversions,35

but still invert for [..19 ]a flexible, high-dimensional description of static 3-D properties.

In contrast, the core problem in geology is to interpret observations in terms of geological histories and processes (?).

This becomes important in the structural geology of ore-forming systems, where details of the history become important and

flexible treatment of 3-D geological structures as random fields is inadequate (?). The mineral exploration community has

developed 3-D geological forward models [..20 ]that can capture much of the complexity of real systems (e.g. ?). Implicit40

models (?) represent interfaces between geological units as isosurfaces of a scalar field defined over 3-D space[..21 ]. The

popular industry software package 3D GeoModeller (?), and the open-source code GemPy (?), [..22 ]interpolate this scalar

field directly from structural geological observations by co-kriging (?). Kinematic models (?) use a parametrized description

of [..23 ]volume deformations produced by tectonic events; the open-source package Noddy (?) is commonly used. The

recently released open-source [..24 ]package LoopStructural (?) combines elements of [..25 ]co-kriging and kinematic implicit45

models for additional geological richness and realism.

[..26 ]For models with no constraints from geophysics, geological uncertainty can be quantified by generating Monte Carlo

realizations (?) of geological datasets (???). In a Bayesian treatment, this amounts to drawing samples from the prior (?).

[..27 ]Conditioning geological forward models on geophysical observations [..28 ]makes it tractable to perform full posterior

inference in an interpretable parameter space of reduced dimension. This can be done using sampling methods such as50

Markov chain Monte Carlo methods ("MCMC"; ??), which are becoming increasingly sophisticated and widely used in

geological and geophysical modeling (???). [..29 ]Additionally, [..30 ]parametric geology naturally obeys constraints imposed

by the forward geological process, and can be used for inference over that process[..31 ], unlike non-parametric geophysical

inversions that incorporate a static, voxelized geological model as a prior mean (??????). Kinematic models are especially

well-suited for this approach since they [..32 ]represent geological hypotheses in terms of structural observations and event55

histories, but [..33 ]avoid the full computational burden of dynamic process-based simulations. Performing Bayesian inference

19removed: an explicit description of geological and geophysical properties. Uncertainty in an assumed geology can be incorporated into a geophysical

inversion as a prior (??????), although doing so does not directly address questions about the covariance structure or interpretability of the resulting model. ?

provide some assistance to model interpretation by demonstrating how neural networks can recover geology from the geophysical model; however, this work

uses a very simple neural net and the classification process does not consider prior geological uncertainty.
20removed: , such as implicit and kinematic models,
21removed: , which can be conditioned directly on structural geological observations by co-kriging (?); the
22removed: are notable examples
23removed: tectonic events to forward-model a 3-D volume
24removed: LoopStructural package
25removed: implicit and kinematic
26removed: For models that interpolate structural data
27removed: The automated conditioning of
28removed: simplifies uncertainty quantification by sampling from the posterior distribution in the low-dimensional geological parameter space
29removed: Uncertainty can then be quantified in the volumetric basis by generating the discrete geologies associated with the sampled geological param-

eters.
30removed: this approach
31removed: . Implicit and kinematic models are
32removed: formalize
33removed: have simplified parametric forms that
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over kinematic model parameters could open the door to more general Bayesian model selection over geological histories or

conceptual models.

[..34 ]Probabilistic inversion workflows that incorporate forward geophysics based on forward-modelled 3-D structural ge-

ology are, to date, still uncommon[..35 ], owing in part to computational challenges faced by sampling algorithms. The60

pyNoddy code (?) provided a wrapper to Noddy to enable Monte Carlo sampling of 3-D block models and potential fields,

but not posterior sampling of an inversion conditioned on gravity or magnetic data. The Obsidian distributed inversion

code (?) implemented a geological model of a layered sedimentary basin with explicit unit boundaries to explore geothermal

potential (?); it [..36 ]featured multiple geophysical sensors and [..37 ]a parallel-tempered MCMC sampler [..38 ]for complete

exploration of multi-modal posteriors[..39 ]. Obsidian has been extended with new within-chain MCMC proposals inside the65

parallel-tempered framework (?) and a new sensor likelihood for field observations of surface lithostratigraphy (?); [..40 ]but

the limitations of its geological model make it an unlikely engine for general-purpose inversions. ? present a [..41 ]workflow

using GeoModeller to render the geology, Noddy for calculation of geophysical fields, and pymc2 (?) for MCMC sampling.

GemPy’s support for information other than structural geological measurements is as yet fairly limited, but includes forward

modeling of gravity sensors and topology.70

[..42 ]This paper describes a simple Bayesian inversion framework, called Blockworlds, which to our knowledge is the

first to perform full posterior inference based on forward geophysics from an implicit geological model with kinematic

elements. Although not yet intended to serve as a production-ready geological modeling package, Blockworlds’ design

addresses an obstacle for inversion workflows that resample parametrized 3-D geometry of geological units onto a dis-

crete volumetric mesh for geophysical calculations. Discontinuous changes in rock properties [..43 ]across unit interfaces [..4475

]may become undersampled unless the mesh is chosen to align with those interfaces (?)[..45 ]; since implicit and kinematic

geological models naturally represent geology volumetrically, [..46 ]this alignment is not easily [..47 ]made without first evalu-

ating the model, [..48 ]incurring additional computational overhead. Flexible geophysical inversions can adjust rock properties

34removed: Sampling from Bayesian posterior distributions can be complicated, and consequently probabilistic
35removed: . However, the uptake of recent advances in Markov chain Monte Carlo methods ("MCMC"; ??) by the geological and geophysical community

have begun to address this issue
36removed: supported
37removed: used a distributed
38removed: to draw from the
39removed: that may arise in underconstrained inverse problems
40removed: however,
41removed: more general workflow that uses
42removed: All of the abovementioned workflows resample the
43removed: that commonly occur in these models
44removed: then become undersampled ,
45removed: . Since
46removed: aligning mesh cell boundaries with geological interfaces that change with model parameters
47removed: done
48removed: and incurs
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in individual boundary voxels to partially compensate for loss of accuracy, but [..49 ]models that condition rock properties

directly on geological parameters lose much of this freedom. This can result in artefacts in the likelihood that hinder con-80

vergence of estimation methods, [..50 ]degrade posterior inference over structural parameters, and [..51 ]preclude the use of

[..52 ]posterior derivative information.

[..53 ]To address the issue of undersampled interfaces, Blockworlds incorporates numerical anti-aliasing [..54 ]into its

discretization step. Anti-aliasing to address undersampling has a long history in computer graphics (????) and in geo-

physics, for example finite-difference solutions of seismic wave equations (?????). Obsidian anti-aliases physical rock85

properties using volume averages in voxels with partial unit membership[..55 ], though this is not mentioned in associated

publications (??) and the implementation depends upon [..56 ]the Obsidian parametrization. Blockworlds’ prescription is

more general, operating on the scalar field values that define interface positions in all implicit models, and thus can be

straightforwardly implemented for implicit models using other types of interpolation schemes such as co-kriging.

[..57 ]The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the aliasing effect, including its influence on the likelihood, and90

describes the algorithm used in Blockworlds to address it. Section ?? describes how Blockworlds evaluates kinematic event

histories, then introduces a set of synthetic kinematic geological models we use as benchmarks. Section ?? summarizes gravity

inversion experiments based on these models, demonstrating the influence of anti-aliasing on MCMC sampling. Section ??

discusses future directions, including use with other geophysical sensors and curvilinear coordinate systems, and we conclude

in Section ??.95

2 Methods

2.1 Chaining forward models in geophysics calculations from structural geology

The forward modeling of observations falls under the calculation of the likelihood p(d|θ), which describes the probability of

observing data d given that the causal process generating the data has true parameters θ. A Bayesian inversion proceeds by

combining the likelihood with a prior p(θ) that describes the strength of belief, in terms of probability, that the causal process100

has true parameters θ before any data are taken into account. In non-parametric geophysical inversions the prior includes

regularization terms that penalize undesirable solutions. In parametric inversions, the choice of parametrization corresponds

49removed: this is not naturally true of geological forward models . Undersampled discontinuities in forward-modeled rock properties can lead to discon-

tinuities in the geophysical likelihood , which hinders
50removed: degrades
51removed: precludes
52removed: derivative information needed by advanced optimization or sampling methods
53removed: Obsidian addresses this issue using an
54removed: algorithm which averages
55removed: —
56removed: a specific parametrizationof geological structure. Anti-aliasing to address undersampling has a long history in computer graphics (????) and

in geophysics, for example finite-difference solutions of seismic wave equations (?????)
57removed: This paper describes a generalized numerical anti-aliasing scheme for implicit and kinematic geological models discretized onto fixed three-

dimensional meshes. We demonstrate the principle with a toy kinematic modeling code, Blockworlds, written in Python 3.
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to a strong regularization on the discretized geology, with the prior distribution providing further constraints. The posterior

distribution p(θ|d), describing probabilistic beliefs about θ once the data have been taken into account, is then determined

through Bayes’s theorem:105

p(θ|d)∝ p(d|θ)p(θ). (1)

For parameter estimation, the unnormalized right-hand side can then be sampled using MCMC algorithms for full uncertainty

quantification.

While some measurements, such as structural observations, can be computed directly from a continuous functional form for

the geological forward model, likelihoods based on simulation of geophysical sensors may require discretization of the geology110

to calculate. The [..58 ]likelihood terms in this case each involve the composition of two forward models:

1. a mapping g : Θ→G from the parameter space Θ into a space G of discrete volumetric representations (such as block

models); and

2. a mapping f : G →D from the space of discretizations into the space of possible realizations of the data.

Structural geology is chiefly concerned with the map g, and often reckons uncertainty not in terms of parameter variance, but115

in terms of the properties of an ensemble of discrete voxelized models (e.g. ??). Inversions of geophysical sensor data such as

gravity, magnetism, conductivity, or seismic are chiefly concerned with the map f .

[..59 ]The accuracy of a parametric inversion will depend on the accuracy with which f ◦ g can be computed. [..60 ]

Although discretization methods such as adaptive meshes (?) or basis functions aligned with geological features (?) [..61

]can improve the fidelity of g, these mappings are not guaranteed to be suitable for efficient and accurate computation of120

f . Furthermore, existing geological engines frequently export to a simple fixed basis that may be adequate for visualization

in an interactive workflow, but cause trouble in automated inversion workflows, producing the aliasing effects discussed in the

next subsection.

2.2 Aliasing and its effects on the posterior

To show a straightforward example, we calculate a grid scan through the posterior for inversion of forward gravity from a125

uniform-density spherical intrusion. An analytic solution exists, so we can compare directly to the true posterior. We model

a 1 km3 cubical volume, and fix the sphere’s position at the center. Gravity anomaly data were generated from the analytic

model on an evenly spaced [..62 ]20× 20 survey grid at the surface (z = 0), with Gaussian measurement noise at the level of

[..63 ]10% of the signal amplitude added. We used the SimPEG library (?) to generate meshes and calculate the action of the
58removed: geophysical
59removed: An exact representation of the geology in discrete form is rarely possible, so that the accuracy of the inference
60removed: The fidelity of discrete geological representations is important to both the geology and geophysics communities, and is reflected for example

in the use of adaptive meshes that respect the strength of data constraints (?) or the use of basis functions that lie along
61removed: . Existing tools, however,
62removed: 10× 10
63removed: 5
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Figure 1. Calculation of posterior distribution for the radius and density of a uniform spherical inclusion from gravity inversion. Top row:

cross-section of 3-D rock density field for the true model from which the data are generated. 2nd row: Simulated gravity field at surface.

3rd row: Residuals of simulated gravity field from analytic solution. Bottom row: cross-section through the posterior for an independent

Gaussian likelihood. Discretization schemes shown (columns, left to right): coarse aliased mesh (153 cells), fine aliased mesh (603 cells),

coarse anti-aliased mesh, fine anti-aliased mesh. The true parameters are shown by the red cross, while the red dashed line indicates the

degeneracy relation in Eq. 2 that constitutes the maximum-likelihood ridge of the analytic solution.
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Figure 2. Influence of data error on the posterior distribution for the sphere inversion problem. The panels from left to right show the

effects of multiplying the standard deviation of Gaussian noise on gravity observations by factors of 1 (baseline), 2, 5, and 10.

forward model for the gravity sensor in the inversion loop. To emphasize the role of the likelihood in a scenario with vague130

prior constraints, we use uniform priors on the mass density ρ and radius R (300± 100 m) of the sphere. Given spherical

symmetry, the data constrain only the total mass M of the intrusion, and so the region of high posterior probability density

follows the curve

ρ=
3M

4πR3
[..64] (2)

[..65 ]135

Figure 1 shows the results of this exercise. Four discretizations of the sphere are shown: a coarse mesh, with the rock density

for each cell queried from the true geology at the center of that cell; a higher-resolution mesh, with cell sizes refined by a factor

of 4 along each axis; a coarse mesh on which the rock density has been averaged throughout the cell, using the anti-aliasing

scheme described in the next section; and a high-resolution mesh using the same anti-aliasing scheme. The gravity fields are

visually indistinguishable for all four versions, but the posteriors look very different.140

When inverting on the coarse mesh with no anti-aliasing, [..66 ]the density in a given cell changes only when the sphere

radius crosses over the centre of one or more mesh cells, and then it changes discontinuously. This in turn induces spurious

structure into the [..67 ]likelihood, and hence the posterior distribution of the inversion parameters[..68 ]. The numerical pos-

terior becomes a collection of isolated modes, scattered along the locus of degeneracy between ρ and R (red dashed line) on

which the true parameters (red cross) lie, but none of which appropriately quantify the uncertainty in the true analytic problem.145

65removed: which the discrete posterior should reflect.
66removed: discontinuous changes in rock properties occur whenever
67removed: geophysical
68removed: : the
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These artefacts can be suppressed by refining the mesh, though at the cost of increasing the number of voxels (and the compu-

tation time); in this case, by a factor of 43 = 64. Importantly, the underlying posterior for this high-resolution mesh is not free

of discontinuities, but takes on a terraced appearance.

The inversions with anti-aliased geology result in continuous, even smooth, posteriors that trace the analytic solution and run

at nearly the same speed. A closer look reveals that the coarse-mesh anti-aliased posterior is slightly offset toward the bottom-150

left relative to the analytic curve, while the fine-mesh posterior is not. This is a [..69 ]product of low mesh resolution, which

the anti-aliasing [..70 ]approximation only partially mitigates (see Sect. 2.4). Each anti-aliased interface is treated locally as

a plane surface. For a given gravity signal, spheres with higher density have smaller radius and thus higher curvature at the

interface; the departure from the true posterior will grow as the sphere radius approaches the voxel size. The bias amounts to

∼ 1% of the sphere’s mass at the true parameter values, which the data are just sufficient to detect. Thus, while anti-aliasing155

may incidentally improve the accuracy of geophysical field calculations, its primary benefit is to reproduce the continuous

structure of the underlying likelihood.

[..71 ]We will later directly test the influence of aliasing on the performance of MCMC, since the capacity for full poste-

rior inference is one of the major advantages of parametric geological inversions. However, aliasing will cause problems

for a broad variety of estimation algorithms. Even for fine mesh resolution, the likelihood is piecewise constant along160

spatially aliased geological parameters, and so components of the likelihood gradient in those directions are zero almost

everywhere, in a measure-theoretic sense. Methods such as Nelder-Mead (for optimization) and Metropolis random walk

(for sampling) that do not rely on posterior gradient information will seem to work with a fine enough mesh, although at

greater computational cost and with no warning of the extent of aliasing effects unless run multiple times from different

starting points. Gradient-based methods, such as stochastic gradient descent or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, will fail catas-165

trophically, since the zero gradient of an aliased likelihood will not reflect its geometry. The covariance matrix used to

estimate local uncertainty in the fit from an optimization algorithm will be singular, since the components of the Hessian

along aliased directions will be zero. Finally, while the gravity inverse problems we consider in this paper are linear, an

attempt to invert for parametric geology based on a nonlinear sensor would face discontinuous change s in the sensitivity

kernel with parameters, with unpredictable effects on parameter estimation.170

One could argue that the likelihood might be less badly aliased if the data constraints were weaker. Inflating the data

errors can be viewed as a form of tempering, which we would expect to merge the multiple aliased modes. Figure 2 shows

the results of inflating the errors in the "coarse aliased" discretization of the sphere problem by various factors until the

isolated modes in the original problem have merged. The distribution becomes fully navigable only for data errors a factor

of 5–10 times larger than our original problem — that is, for data errors comparable to the amplitude of the signal itself.175

Furthermore, the blockiness or terracing is a function of the discretization scale only, so that any estimation methods

relying on gradients will break down along the aliased spatial parameters in the same way as before.

69removed: result of the approximation used when
70removed: the voxel density, which treats each interface locally as a plane surface
71removed: The accuracy of the geophysical field calculation is not dramatically improved by anti-aliasing, but the posterior density becomes much more

navigable. This highlights another critical feature of the problem, which is that
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This kind of catastrophic breakdown occurs because of the restrictive conditioning of rock properties on parametric

geology, so we do not expect the same kind of effect to arise in flexible geophysical inversions that derive their priors from

discretized geological models (e.g. ?). The geophysical sensor model is a smooth function of the rock properties, and180

so when the rock properties are the primary model parameters, the likelihood remains smooth. Highly restrictive model

error terms that are inconsistent with the data may still hamper performance or inference. While it would be interesting

to examine non-zero voxelization model errors for the kind of parametric inversion we investigate in this paper, this is a

technically complex issue that we defer to future work. For now we note simply that aliasing still arises even in a parametric

model that is in other respects perfectly specified, and that treating it explicitly will remove aliasing [..72 ]contributions to185

model errors in future parametric inversions. [..73 ]

While [..74 ]our example may seem artificial, widely used geological modeling tools such as Noddy and GeoModeller usually

export on rectangular meshes, with lithology or rock properties evaluated at the center of each mesh cell precisely as described

above. Any ongoing development or support of geological modeling tools intended for use in probabilistic workflows should

keep examples like this in mind. [..75 ]Complex structure imparted by faults, folding, dykes and sills is highly sensitive to190

discretization. The situation may arise where the causative body for a strong geophysical anomaly, such as a thin and relatively

magnetic or remanently magnetised dyke, is removed from the geological prior due to overly coarse discretization parameters,

while a resulting strong magnetic response remains. Inversion schemes are not intended to address situations where the target

is unintentionally removed from the data.

2.3 Fitting an anti-aliasing function195

The [..76 ]main idea behind anti-aliasing is to produce rock property values in each mesh cell such that the action of a

sensor on the anti-aliased model best approximates the action of the same sensor on the same geology exported to a

higher-resolution mesh. In this section we will develop an anti-aliasing [..77 ]

72removed: produces effects distinct from mis-specification of the parametric geological model
73removed: Model calibration methods (e.g. ?) that address correlated model residuals will not remove discontinuities from aliasing .
74removed: this
75removed: Similar issues may afflict geophysical inversions that use such exported geologies as priors: although the posterior mean of the inversion

output is a flexible function of space, a biased mean function in the form of an aliased geological prior may still influence the inversion in the neighborhood of

discontinuous contacts.
76removed: anti-aliased discretization is not, in volumetric terms, as accurate a description of the underlying geology as the high-resolution mesh . Instead,

the
77removed: prescription captures the response of the sensor to the underlying parametrized geology. While there could in principle be many configurations

of rock that result in the same cell-averaged rock properties, the parametric form of the geological model identifies the specific possibilities of interest

and strongly constrains the inversion. In a joint inversion of multiple sensors, different sub-mesh prescriptions or different meshes may be appropriate for

the different sensors, as long as these faithfully represent the sensor response to the infinite-resolution geology and can be efficiently calculated given the

geological parameters.
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[..78 ]prescription for gravity anomaly, which responds linearly to mass density. We frame the problem as a regression

that uses the position of a geological interface within a mesh cell to predict what the mean mass density would be for that200

cell in a high-resolution model.

[..79 ]The top panel of Figure 3 shows the geometry of the problem. For simplicity, we assume constant rock density

within each unit, which reduces the problem to predicting the fraction of the cell’s volume lying to either side of the

interface. We further assume that the interface is flat at the spatial scale of a single [..80 ]mesh cell, so that it can be

approximated by a plane surface defined by a point r = (rx, ry, rz) [..81 ]and a unit normal n= (nx,ny,nz)[..82 ]. Due to205

the translational symmetry of a plane, the influence of r can be reduced to the projected distance u⊥ of the plane from the

voxel centre r0. The unit normal n can be described in terms of two angles in spherical coordinates; due to the rotational

symmetries of a cubical voxel, it is enough to specify the polar angle with respect to the normal to the cube face that a ray

drawn from r0 along n intersects, and the azimuthal angle with respect to a coordinate system projected onto that cube

face. Expressing the angles in terms of ratios of components of n results in three main predictive features:210

u⊥ = (r− r0) ·n/h (3)

η =
√

1−n2max/nmax (4)

ξ = nmin/
√

1−n2max (5)

where h is the voxel size, nmin = min{nx,ny,nz}, nmax = max{nx,ny,nz}, and r0 is the voxel center. [..83 ]

To train the regression, we generate a synthetic dataset of 1000 (r,n) pairs with which a plane interface might intersect a215

generic voxel[..84 ]. In each pair, r is distributed uniformly in space, and n uniformly in solid angle. We calculate the partial

voxel volume beneath the plane numerically by mesh refinement to 20× higher resolution.

Figure 3 shows three different possible functional forms for the [..85 ]regression: a piecewise linear function of u⊥ alone;

a linear regression model including interaction terms up to third order, where the regressors have been transformed by a

hyperbolic tangent function to maintain boundary conditions and keep fractional volumes between 0 and 1; and a Gaussian220

process regression. A linear regression model based on the single feature u⊥ — the normal distance to the plane from the voxel

78removed: In the case of gravity and magnetic anomaly, calculating forward geophysics on a fixed volumetric mesh is convenient: first, it is conventional

for current geology engines, and second, the sensitivities can be cached for fast forward calculations. Potential-field sensors are linear sensors that represent

a spatial average of rock properties, so averaging rock properties over voxels with partial membership in multiple units is the desired prescription. We expect

the true sensor response to be a continuous, perhaps even smooth, function of the geological parameters that describe the interface geometry, except perhaps

in regions where a geological contact pinches a unit to zero thickness. Thus we seek a smooth interpolant to be evaluated at the centers of mesh cells as

an approximation to a numerical average. This will also make the numerical posterior a smooth function of the parameters, enabling future use of advanced

MCMC proposals that require derivative information, such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (?).
79removed: To fit for such an interpolating function, we approximate the interface between two units of constant density as a plane at the
80removed: voxel. Such a plane is
81removed: on its surface,
82removed: (see Fig. 3). Exploiting the symmetries of the cube, we reduce these to
83removed: For training
84removed: ; in
85removed: interpolant
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. (a) Numerical approach to calculating partial volumes. The interface is approximated by a plane running through the voxel. A

cloud of points is generated in a regular grid, and the partial volume is then the fraction of these points that satisfy u⊥ = (r−r0) ·n/h= 0,

where r0 = (rx, ry, rz)0 is a point on the interface and n= (nx,ny,nz) is a unit normal vector. (b) Regression models for fast evaluation of

partial volumes using data generated from the approximate numerical scheme (gray curves): a piecewise linear interpolation over u⊥ (red), a

generalized linear model with up to third-order terms (blue), and a Gaussian process that also includes features associated with the orientation

of the interface (green). (c) Precision of partial volume models. The piecewise model reaches 2% RMS accuracy. A linear regression reaches

1% accuracy, as does a Gaussian process regression with a single feature u⊥. A GP with three features that captures the directionality of the

interface with respect to the cube boundaries reaches 0.3% accuracy.
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center — can provide smooth anti-aliasing to 1% RMS accuracy (5% worst-case); the optimized form is

v(u⊥) =
1

2

[
1 + tanh(2.2u⊥+ 3.2u3⊥)

]
(6)

This functional form provides negligible computational overhead in our implementation as part of a MCMC inversion loop,

and has derivatives of all orders. Including orientation features in the linear regression results in negligible improvements in225

accuracy while increasing computation time. The Gaussian process does not provide meaningful improvement over the linear

regression using u⊥ alone; it attains accuracy of 0.3% RMS (3% worst-case) using three features, but is many times slower to

evaluate. [..86 ]We use Eq. 6 for further experiments in this paper.

2.4 [..87 ]Potential limitations of anti-aliasing

[..88 ]Since the anti-aliasing approximation amounts to a strong prior on sub-mesh structure, understanding its limitations230

is critical in practical modeling. The approximation giving rise to Eq. 3 and Eq. 6 will break down when interface curvature

becomes significant. Common sense suggests that no length scale parameter in the inference problem should ever be

less than the voxel size h. These situations can be difficult to detect from inside the inversion. Spatial scale parameters,

such as fold wavelengths, may produce high-curvature interfaces only in some regions of parameter space. Curvature

measured using the Hessian adds computational overhead and may miss structures beneath the Nyquist limit if evaluated235

on the same mesh as the inversion itself. However, as shown in Fig. 1, departures from the true posterior can occur even

at higher resolution, depending upon the resolving power of the data and the structure of the likelihood.

Another drawback in anti-aliasing is that it ignores the relative orientations of interfaces in voxels spanning multiple

interfaces. If only one interface passes through a voxel, Eq. 6 should result in a faithful representation of its density. If,

however, that voxel is later faulted or brought up against an unconformity, the true mean density in the voxel depends on240

which of the two formations is preferentially replaced by the new obtruding unit; Eq. 6 will only give some mean value

roughly correct when the two interfaces intersect at right angles. Anti-aliasing will thus become increasingly inaccurate

with each successive application to a voxel. This effect can cause biases even in geologies with exactly flat interfaces;

we expect it to be more pronounced in models with multiply-faulted interfaces in regions where the geophysical sensitivity

is the highest, for example near the surface. Such regions of complexity can be identified by flagging voxels within a245

projected distance u⊥ < h of an interface[..89 ]

[..90]

86removed: Other models involving techniques such as functional PCA might give improved results, but all three interpolants provide satisfactory perfor-

mance for our purposes. To the extent that small numerical errors are randomized across multiple interface voxels, their contributions should cancel out.
87removed: Anti-aliasing for implicit models
88removed: For implicit geological models, each interface is defined as the level set Φ(r) = Φ0 of some scalar field Φ. In contemporary geological

modeling suites this field represents an interpolation of structural measurements (??). The value of Φ corresponds roughly to depth or to geological time,

but has no intrinsic physical meaning except to ensure that the geologic series of interfaces it defines are conformable; the specific value Φ0 representing an

interface is fixed by observations (from surfacemeasurements or boreholes). In this case, u⊥ can be calculated easily by locally calibrating the scalar field to

represent a physical distance in the neighborhood
89removed: : for a voxel centered at r0, a Taylor expansion of Φ gives
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[..91 ]

[..92]

[..93 ], and the additional uncertainty in the lithology can be treated explicitly — for example, by assigning latent variables250

in the statistical model to account for it.

Once an inversion has been performed, the best practice to assess bias will still be to repeat it with a different cell size.

In the next section we will discuss metrics to evaluate the global agreement of posteriors based on different mesh sizes,

allowing quantitative evaluation, online or offline, of the value to the user of running at a given mesh resolution.

3 Experiments with kinematic models255

To illustrate the impact of anti-aliasing on more realistic geologies, [..94 ]Blockworlds implements anti-aliased geology within

a simplified kinematic model, patterned after Noddy (??). We chose to write our own demonstration code rather than modifying

Noddy both for ease of prototyping, and to demonstrate how anti-aliasing interacts with the kinematic calculations. We [..95

]construct a range of [..96 ]3-D models and visualize slices through each Bayesian model posterior to demonstrate the influence

of anti-aliasing on the calculations.260

3.1 Kinematic model events

The calculation begins with a basement layer of uniform density, g0(r|ρ0) = ρ0. [..97 ]Each subsequent event is parametrized

by a collection of parameters θi, [..98 ]with Θi = {θ0,θ1, . . . ,θi} [..99 ]denoting the collection of parameters for all events

up to event i. Each event operates recursively on the geologies that came before it. The action of the anti-aliasing operator A

for an interface [..100 ]between two geological units with rock properties g+ and g−, at projected distance u⊥ from the voxel265

centre, is given by

A[[..101][..102]u⊥;g+,g−] = g−+ (g+− g−)v(u⊥) (7)

where [..103 ]u⊥ and v(u⊥) are given by Eq. [..104 ]3 and Eq. [..105 ]6. The anti-aliasing must be applied in the co-moving

coordinate frame of each event[..106 ].
91removed: which, since n =∇Φ/|∇Φ|, can be rearranged to give
93removed: In this way, each voxel can be anti-aliased simply by evaluating the field and its gradient at the voxel center
94removed: we implement
95removed: then
96removed: Bayesian
97removed: For non-trivial geologies, we parametrize each subsequent event
98removed: and let
99removed: denote

100removed: Φ(r) = Φ0
103removed: v(u⊥) and
104removed: 6
105removed: 3 with voxel size h
106removed: , to ensure that voxels that are modified by multiple transformations are averaged sequentially for each event
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The Blockworlds code covers four elementary event types, each parametrized by its own scalar field that takes a zero value270

at the relevant interface:

– Stratigraphic layer — θi = (∆zi,ρi) for a layer with thickness ∆zi i and mass density ρi:

gi(r|Θi) =A[r ·uz −∆zi;gi−1(r−∆ziuz|Θi−1),ρi] (8)

– Fault — θi = (r0,i,ni,si) [..107 ]

[..108][[..109]]275

[..110 ]for a fault passing through a point r0,i with unit normal ni and dip-slip displacement si. Our parametrization

constrains r = (x,y,0) to lie on the surface, and uses a polar representation for n [..111 ]derived from dip and dip

direction (?)[..112 ]. Given these elements, we calculate v = (uz×n)×n
|(uz×n)×n| resulting in a vector pointing in the dip-slip

[..113 ]direction parallel to the fault plane, with no strike-slip component. Then:

gi(r|Θi) = A[(r− r0,i) ·ni;gi−1(r+ sv|Θi−1),gi−1(r|Θi−1)] (9)280

– Fold — θi = (ni,ψi,φi,Li,Bi) [..114 ]

[..115]

[..116 ]for a fold with axis defined by a unit vector ni, pitch angle ψi, phase angle φi, wavelength Li and amplitude

Bi. Given ni, we generate two unit vectors v0 = uz×n
|uz×n| and v1 = (uz×n)×n

|(uz×n)×n| , defining an orthonormal structural

frame {v0,v1,ni}. Rock elements are displaced laterally by a vector field285

∆r = Bi sin(2π(r ·ni)/L+φ)

× (sin(ψi)v0 + cos(ψ)v1) (10)

with the background geology displaced according to

gi(r|Θi) = gi−1(r+ ∆r|Θi−1) (11)

– Spherical intrusion — θi = (r0,i,Ri,ρi) for a sphere of radius Ri and uniform density ρi centered at r0,i:290

gi(r|Θi) =A[|r− r0,i| −Ri;ρi,gi−1(r|Θi−1)] (12)
107removed: :
110removed: where r0 is a point on the fault ,
111removed: is a unit normal direction to the fault, and v is a slip vector. In our parametrization we constrain r to lie at zero depth, we parametrize n in

polar representation
112removed: , and we fix v =

(uz×n)×n
|(uz×n)×n| so that s describes

113removed: displacement only
114removed: :
116removed: where {v0,v1,ni} form an orthonormal frame including the fold axis n,
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Figures [..117 ]?? shows the action of the kinematic elements of the model alongside an anti-aliased version of the voxelized

density volume, calculated over a 1 km3 rectilinear mesh 15× 15× 15 voxels on a side.

3.2 Setup of specific 3-D models

We construct a series of [..118 ]fifteen kinematic models, with true configurations shown in Fig. [..119 ]??. Each model occupies295

a 1 km3 cubical volume, and is discretized on a rectilinear mesh with cubical voxels. All have three stratigraphic layers and

two [..120 ]additional tectonic events, varying in order and positioning.

[..127 ]The first set of models focus on planar dip-slip faults, with final configurations as follows.

– Model 1: a typical graben structure with two intersecting faults, both exhibiting normal movement[..128 ].

– Model 2: a negative flower structure resulting from trans-tension, where both a sub-vertical fault and high-angle fault300

exhibit normal movement. [..129 ]

– Model 3: two reverse faults dipping at the same angle and away from each other. [..130 ]

– Model 4: two parallel sub-vertical faults of opposing displacement: the left fault with left-side-up movement, the right

fault with right-side-up movement. [..131 ]

– Model 5: a positive flower structure resulting from transpression, where both a sub-vertical fault and high-angle fault305

exhibit reverse movement[..132 ].

– Model 6: two high-angle faults, the left displaying thrust movement and the right displaying normal movement. [..133 ]

– Model 7: a similar scenario [..134 ]to Model 6, except the movement for both faults is reverse. [..135 ]

We also include some additional folded configurations, selected to test the anticipated limitations of anti-aliasing de-

scribed in Section 2.4. These use the same stratigraphic history as the two-fault [..136 ]events except when parameter310

changes are explicitly noted.

117removed: ?? and ?? show
118removed: eight
119removed: ?? and Fig. ??.
120removed: planar dip-slip faults, but the relative positioningof the faults differs
127removed: The final configuration of Model 1 represents
128removed: (see Fig. ??). The final configuration of Model 2 represents
129removed: The final configuration of Model 3 represents
130removed: The final configuration of Model 4 represents
131removed: The final configuration of Model 5 represents
132removed: (see Fig. ??). The final configuration of Model 6 represents
133removed: The final configuration of Model 7 represents
134removed: as
135removed: The final configuration of Model 8 diverges from the
136removed: scheme of the previous models by including a folding event. The stratigraphic history remains the same, however is subject to uprightand open

folding
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Figure 4. Calculation of forward geology for Models [..121 ]1 and 8 through a sequence of tectonic events: the addition of two stratigraphic

layers and two faults. Top: geology; bottom: anti-aliased, voxelised rendering.

– Model 8: an upright, open fold of 500[..137 ] m wavelength, with a west-dipping, high-angle reverse fault offsetting the

fold limbs[..138 ].

– Model 9: a tighter fold of wavelength 300 m, cut across by a low-angle reverse fault to create near-surface voxels

in the block model traversed by multiple interfaces.315

– Model 10: a more extreme version of Model 9 created by reducing the fold wavelength to 150 m, near the Nyquist

sampling limit for the coarse voxel size.

137removed: m wavelength. A
138removed: completes the scenario.
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Figure 5. [..122 ]Voxelized final states of [..123 ]all models in [..124 ]suite, [..125 ]displaying 3-D geology [..126 ]in cross section.

– Model 11: similar to Model 10, but with a deeper surface layer to create aliased voxels farther beneath the surface.

– Model 12: a folded fold, with two folds of wavelength 300 m and with the second upright fold at a 70-degree320

azimuthal with respect to the first.

– Model 13: two upright folds of different wavelengths (300 m and 500 m) with axes aligned.

– Model 14: a version of Model 13 with thinner surface stratigraphic layers (75 m each) to create near-surface voxels

with multiple parallel interfaces.

– Model 15: a stratigraphy with a thinner surface layer (150 m) and a low-angle reverse fault that has been folded,325

again to create a final state with high complexity in near-surface voxels.

We [..265 ]choose prior distributions for the parameters to simulate the realistic incorporation of structural geological knowl-

edge, as shown in Table [..266 ]?? and Table ??. We use maximum-entropy distributions — normal, lognormal (for non-negative
265removed: also
266removed: ??
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Table 1. Parameter true values and prior distributions for [..139 ]fault-focused kinematic [..140 ]models, labeled M1 to [..141 ]M7. The prior

mean is set to the true value for each parameter.

Parameter M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 [..142 ] Prior

Basement Density (g cm−3) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 [..143 ] Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Layer 1 Thickness (m) 350 350 350 350 350 350 350 [..144 ] Lognormal (σ = 50 m)

Layer 1 Density (g cm−3) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 [..145 ] Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Layer 2 Thickness (m) 190 190 190 190 190 190 190 Lognormal (σ = 50 m)

Layer 2 Density (g cm−3) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Fault 1 Contact X Position (m) −400 −450 −50 −250 −450 −400 −400 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault 1 Contact Y Position (m) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault 1 Polar Elevation (deg) 45 45 −20 0 30 20 20 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault 1 Polar Azimuth (deg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault 1 Dip-Direction Slip (m) −220 −220 −220 −220 220 220 140 Normal (σ = 150 m)

Fault 2 Contact X Position (m) 400 50 50 250 50 −300 −300 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault 2 Contact Y Position (m) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault 2 Polar Elevation (deg) −45 20 20 0 10 40 40 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault 2 Polar Azimuth (deg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault 2 Dip-Direction Slip (m) 220 220 220 220 −220 −220 80 Normal (σ = 150 m)

quantities), and von-Mises-Fisher (for angular quantities) — for simplicity and interpretability in terms of scale parameters,

which reflect the precision of available structural information. The positions of the anchor points lying on the fault planes have330

very narrow priors (σ = 1 m), appropriate for surface observation localized by GPS. The fault slip parameters reflect rough es-

timates (σ = 150 m), an extent comparable to the true slip value for each fault. The polar representations of the fault directions

are constrained by a von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution with κ= 25, corresponding to a full width at half maximum of about

16 degrees (?). In each case the prior mode rests at the true parameter values, to ensure that mis-specification of the prior does

not complicate the aliasing effects we set out to examine.335

For each model, we examine four regimes of resolution and aliasing. We consider a "coarse" 15×15×15 mesh (h= 66.6 m)

as well as a "fine" 75× 75× 75 mesh (h= 13.3 m), both with and without anti-aliasing. The anti-aliased model on the fine

mesh is taken to be the true model for the purposes of calculating a common synthetic forward gravity dataset against which

to evaluate the likelihood.

We generate synthetic geophysics data based on the true model parameters, with measurements spaced evenly in a 20× 20340

grid at the surface (grid spacing of 50 m), and add independent Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ0 of 5% of the
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Table 2. Parameter true values and prior distributions for fold-focused kinematic models, labeled M8 to M15.
∗ In M15, the stratigraphy is faulted first, then folded.

Parameter M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15∗ Prior

Basement Density (g cm−3) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Layer 1 Thickness (m) 350 350 350 350 350 350 75 150 Lognormal (σ = 50 m)

Layer 1 Density (g cm−3) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Layer 2 Thickness (m) 190 190 190 390 190 190 75 190 Lognormal (σ = 50 m)

Layer 2 Density (g cm−3) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Lognormal (σ = 0.1 g cm−3)

Fold 1 Axis Elevation (deg) [..146 ]0 [..147 ]0 [..148 ]0 [..149 ]0 [..150 ]0 [..151 ]0 [..152 ]0 0 vMF (κ= 25)

Fold 1 Axis Azimuth (deg) [..153 ]0 [..154 ]0 [..155 ]0 [..156 ]0 [..157 ]0 [..158 ]0 [..159 ]0 0 vMF (κ= 25)

Fold 1 Pitch Angle (deg) [..160 ]0 [..161 ]0 [..162 ]0 [..163 ]0 [..164 ]0 [..165 ]0 [..166 ]0 0 Normal (σ = 1 deg)

Fold 1 Phase Angle (deg) [..167 ]0 [..168 ]0 [..169 ]0 [..170 ]0 [..171 ]0 [..172 ]0 [..173 ]0 0 Normal (σ = 1 deg)

Fold 1 Wavelength (m) [..174 ]1000 [..175 ]300 [..176 ]150 [..177 ]150 [..178 ]300 [..179 ]300 [..180 ]300 [..181 ]300 Lognormal (σ = 100 m)

Fold 1 Amplitude (m) [..182 ]100 [..183 ]100 [..184 ]100 [..185 ]100 [..186 ]100 [..187 ]100 [..188 ]200 [..189 ]200 Lognormal (σ = 15 m)

[..190 ]Fold 2 Axis Elevation (deg) [..191 ]— [..192 ]— [..193 ]— [..194 ]— [..195 ]0 [..196 ]0 [..197 ]0 [..198 ]— [..199 ]vMF (κ= 25)

[..200 ]Fold 2 Axis Azimuth (deg) [..201 ]— [..202 ]— [..203 ]— — 70 0 0 — vMF (κ= 25)

Fold 2 Pitch Angle (deg) — — — — 0 0 0 — Normal (σ = 1 [..204 ]deg)

[..205 ]Fold 2 Phase Angle (deg) [..206 ]— [..207 ]— [..208 ]— — 0 [..209 ]0 [..210 ]0 [..211 ]— [..212 ][..213 ]Normal (σ = 1 deg)

[..214 ]Fold 2 Wavelength (m) [..215 ]— [..216 ]— [..217 ]— [..218 ]— [..219 ]300 [..220 ]500 [..221 ]500 [..222 ]— [..223 ]Lognormal (σ = 100 m)

[..224 ]Fold 2 Amplitude (m) [..225 ]— [..226 ]— [..227 ]— [..228 ]— [..229 ]100 [..230 ]100 [..231 ]200 [..232 ]— Lognormal (σ = 15 m)

Fault [..233 ]1 Contact X Position (m) [..234 ]250 [..235 ]450 [..236 ]450 [..237 ]450 [..238 ]— [..239 ]— [..240 ]— 450 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault [..241 ]1 Contact Y Position (m) 0 0 0 0 [..242 ]— [..243 ]— [..244 ]— 0 Normal (σ = 1 m)

Fault [..245 ]1 Polar Elevation (deg) [..246 ]−205 [..247 ]−255 [..248 ]−255 [..249 ]−245 [..250 ]— [..251 ]— [..252 ]— −245 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault [..253 ]1 Polar Azimuth (deg) 0 0 0 0 [..254 ]— [..255 ]— [..256 ]— 0 vMF (κ= 25)

Fault [..257 ]1 Dip-Direction Slip (m) [..258 ]200 [..259 ]200 [..260 ]200 [..261 ]200 [..262 ]— [..263 ]— [..264 ]— 200 Normal (σ = 150 m)

sample standard deviation of the data across the survey. Each data point yj is [..267 ]thus generated according to

p(yj |θ,σ2) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

[
− (yj − fj(θ))2

2σ2

]
[..268], (13)

where fj(θ) is the forward model for the geophysical measurement yj given the geological parameters θ. In a realistic situation,

we may not know the noise variance σ2 exactly, but we can account for our uncertain knowledge over it by including a345

hierarchical prior for σ2. If we choose this prior to be an inverse gamma distribution,

p(σ2|α,β) =
βα

Γ(α)
σ−2(α+1) exp

(
− β

σ2

)
, (14)

267removed: therefore
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the integral over σ2 can be solved analytically, saving the computational expense of sampling over σ2 by MCMC (see ??):

p(yj |θ,α,β) =

∞∫
0

p(yj |θ,σ2)p(σ2|α,β)dσ2

=
Γ
(
α+ 1

2

)
Γ(α)

√
2πβ

[
(yj − fj(θ))2

2β
+ 1

]−(α+ 1
2 )

(15)350

so that the likelihood has the form of a t-distribution with ν = 2α degrees of freedom and scale parameter
√
β/α. For our

experiments we choose α= 2.5, β = 2.5×σ2
0 , a weakly informative prior with mean and mode close to the true variance used

to generate the data. The full likelihood is then the product of the likelihoods for independent data points,

p(d|θ,α,β) =

N∏
j=1

p(yj |θ,α,β). (16)

As with the earlier synthetic examples for a spherical intrusion, we used SimPEG (?) for calculation of forward gravity. The355

SimPEG Simulation3DIntegral class uses a closed-form integral expression for the contribution to the gravitational

field from a rectangular prism of constant density (??): for example, for the z-component,

gz(r) = −Gρ0
∑2
i=1

∑2
j=1

∑2
k=1µijk

×
[
x′i ln(y′i + r′ijk) + y′j ln(y′j + r′ijk)

+ 2z′k arctan
(
x′
iy

′
j

z′kr
′
ijk

)]
(17)360

where r = (x,y,z) is the location of the gravity sensor, rijk = (xi,yj ,zk) runs over each corner of the prism, and r′ = r− rijk
with r′ = |r′|. This form is widely used in geophysics and is one of the benefits of working over rectangular meshes. The total

gravity signal is then the sum of the contributions for each mesh cell. Since the expression is linear in the density for each mesh

cell, the forward model sensitivities can be cached for fast likelihood evaluation.

3.3 Posterior slices and MCMC sampling365

To illustrate some of the effects caused by aliasing and some of the limits of anti-aliasing, we visualize a series of two-

dimensional slices through the posterior distribution. Pairs of free parameters are scanned on a regular 30× 30 grid centered

on their true values, with all other parameters held fixed at their true values. This produces a set of figures similar to Fig. 1 for

the kinematic models.

We also perform MCMC over the parameters of the kinematic models to demonstrate the impact of [..269 ]anti-aliasing on370

chain mixing. [..270 ]The aliased posterior has no useful derivative information for structural parameters, so we are limited to

random walk proposals. [..271 ]For our tests we choose the adaptive Metropolis random walk algorithm of ?, which is used in

contemporary studies such as ? and is the simplest algorithm likely to give good performance on posteriors with the kind

269removed: aliasing
270removed: Since the aliased posterior is effectively piecewise constant, it
271removed: Due to the strong covariances seen in the conditional posterior slices,
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of strong covariances seen in the conditional posterior slices. This algorithm starts from an initial guess θ0 and proposes a

new value θ′ at time step t from a multivariate normal distribution centered on the current state θt:375

q(θ′|θt)∼N(θt,ηd[..
272]Σt), (18)

where ηd is a global step size parameter depending only on the dimension of the space, and

Σt =

 Σ0 for t≤ t0
cov{θi} for t > t0

(19)

The covariance matrix of the proposal is estimated from the current chain history, so that after an initial non-adaptive random

walk period of length t0 steps, the walk gradually transitions from an initial-guess covariance Σ0 to match the estimated380

posterior covariance. [..273 ]States are accepted according to the usual Metropolis-Hastings criterion, setting θt+1 = θ′

with probability

α= min

{
1,
p(d|θ′)p(θ′)q(θ|θ′)
p(d|θ)p(θ)q(θ′|θ)

}
(20)

and θt+1 = θt with probability 1−α. [..274 ]We use an adaptation length of t0 = 1000 and an initial diagonal covariance matrix

of step sizes set to 20% of the prior width for each parameter (0.02 g cm−3 for densities, 10 m for layer thicknesses, 30 m for385

fault slips and 3 degrees for angular variables).

We use the coarse 15× 15× 15 mesh for calculations, since this will give much faster results for MCMC and highlight the

impact of aliasing on chain mixing. We run M = 4 chains for N = 105 samples from the posterior of each model, with and

without anti-aliasing. We initialize each chain with an independent prior draw, and discard the first 20% of samples as burn-in.

Each chain took 6 minutes to run on an Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz processor.390

We use the integrated autocorrelation time to measure MCMC efficiency within each chain, and the potential scale reduction

factor (PSRF; ?) to estimate the extent of convergence to the true posterior. The autocorrelation time τ is the approximate

number of chain iterates required to produce a single independent sample from the posterior, so that the chain lengthN divided

by τ becomes one possible measure of effective sample size. The potential scale reduction factor R̂, formed from multiple

chains, is the factor by which the posterior variance estimated from those chains could be further reduced by continuing to395

sample. A PSRF near 1 suggests that multiple chains from different starting conditions have achieved similar means and

variances, and thus are sampling from a common stationary distribution; a large PSRF shows a residual dependence on starting

conditions. The PSRF is usually given for each parameter in a multi-dimensional chain; some dimensions may mix quickly

while others take a long time to converge.

273removed: Although this process depends upon the past chain history and thus is not strictly Markov, the preconditioning of the random walk steps

approaches a fixed value as the number of steps increases. A more rigorous definition of "vanishing adaptation" (?), which this method satisfies, guarantees

convergence to the true posterior distribution. Since this method is still a Metropolis-Hastings method, it uses the usual acceptance criterion
274removed: This proposal can become maladapted for posteriors with locally varying covariance structure (?); we use it here since it is commonly employed

and also for comparison with contemporary studies such as ?.
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Finally, to quantify the overall accuracy of the posterior density calculation, we use the Kullback-Liebler divergence400

DKL(p||q) =

∫
(logp(θ)− logq(θ))p(θ)dθ (21)

where p(θ) = plo(θ|y) represents the posterior based on a low-resolution mesh (with or without anti-aliasing), and

q(θ) = phi(θ|y) represents the high-resolution, anti-aliased posterior. DKL is a global measure sensitive to biases and

covariances across all parameters. Since it requires integration over the posterior, this metric is not available to check

results of single-point optimization algorithms. We use the MCMC chain itself to calculate the integral, representing it as405

the difference in log probability density averaged over samples from the low-resolution posterior.

4 Results

4.1 Posterior cross sections

Two-dimensional slices through the posterior distribution for selected variable pairs are shown for Model 1 (in Fig. ??) and

Model 6 (in Fig. ??). Similar sets of plots for all [..275 ]models can be regenerated automatically by scripts in the Blockworlds410

repository.

Model 1 is relatively well-behaved; the aliased posterior has a single dominant mode near the true value. This is a situation in

which the aliasing effects function mainly to make the likelihood appear blocky and terraced. Although proposals that require

derivatives of the likelihood will fail on this posterior, it can still be navigated by appropriately tuned random walks, or by the

discontinuous Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampler of ?.415

Nevertheless, the benefits of anti-aliasing are still clear. Merely increasing the mesh resolution of the coarse aliased model

by a factor of 5 (and the computational cost by over 100×) is insufficient to completely suppress aliasing artefacts. The coarse

aliased model fails to capture the full extent of the very strong correlation between the dip-slips of the two faults, though the

fine aliased model does so reasonably well. The posteriors of the two anti-aliased models deviate only negligibly from each

other for all parameters.420

Model 6 presents a more challenging case where a coarse mesh does not fully resolve structures close to the surface, resulting

in bias for the low-resolution models. The layer thicknesses of the coarse aliased model are explicitly multi-modal as the

interfaces hover between depths, and the modes for several variables are significantly offset from their true values. These values

become sharp modes in a broader parameter space, easily missed by any inappropriately scaled MCMC proposal. The fine

aliased model reproduces the overall posterior shapes, with some distortions relative to the fine anti-aliased reference model.425

The coarse anti-aliased model produces a smooth posterior and recovers the correct overall correlations between parameters,

but are somewhat offset from the true values.

Models 10 and 11 show yet more dramatic differences between the low-resolution and high-resolution models, even

with anti-aliasing. This is expected, since the true fold wavelength for these models is close to the Nyquist limit for the

coarse mesh scale, and sub-Nyquist wavelengths are not excluded by the priors. Model 9 shows that when the fold430

275removed: eight
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wavelength is relaxed from ∼ 2h to ∼ 5h, anti-aliasing gives much better results. In Model 11, where the undersampled

structure is positioned farther beneath the surface, the apparent effects are less apparent than in Model 10, but still

appear in directly linked variables such as the fold wavelength.

The biases caused by aliasing seem to be strongest in angular variables such as fault directions. For Model 6, the best-fit

dip-slip angles are offset from the true values by more than 10 degrees, corresponding to the extent through which the scan435

must sweep to obtain any difference in rock property for a few near-surface voxels in the coarse aliased model. Anti-aliasing

the coarse-mesh model largely, but not completely, mitigates this bias. In Model 10 the layer thicknesses are the only model

parameters that can be robustly estimated without refining the mesh to resolve structure.

These results confirm that our algorithm can reproduce the continuous behavior in an underlying posterior distribution,

and can enable significant computational savings even for complex models as long as the interfaces are smooth on the440

mesh scale. It cannot — and is not intended to — recover more complex structures beneath the mesh scale that violate

the core assumptions under which it was derived.

4.2 MCMC sampling

Table ?? shows the average, best-case, and worst-case values of τ and R̂ across all model parameters, as well as the K-

L divergence DKL. The posterior is challenging to navigate and all chains have autocorrelation times of order hundreds to445

thousands of samples, comparable to the performance of Obsidian for the Moomba models (?). Chains for anti-aliased models

have shorter autocorrelation times by a factor of 2–10 than chains for aliased models, owing to the smoother, more Gaussian

structure of the posterior. Most dramatically, the aliased chains still have large PSRF for several variables even after 105

samples. The anti-aliased chains [..308 ]converge more consistently to the same distribution, with final PSRF values [..309

]close to 1 for all variables for most models, and much closer to 1 than the aliased chains even on the more challenging,450

adversarial model configurations.

Models 5[..310 ], 6[..311 ], 10, 14, and 15 are challenging models for which the anti-aliased chain also has trouble mixing

fully. An example trace plot from Model 5 is shown in Fig. ??. One of the chains in the anti-aliased version has fallen into a

different mode from the other three, characterized by shifts in the thicknesses and densities of stratigraphic layers as well as

a shift in the dip angle of the fault. In contrast, none of the four traces in the aliased model seems to be sampling from the455

same distribution; each chain has learned a different proposal scaling, and chains occasionally jump between modes at adjacent

parameter values characteristic of the ones seen in lower-dimensional projections. Each chain, considered on its own, would

give a very different impression of the uncertainty in the inversion. This qualitative behavior is characteristic of sampling for

the other models.

Complementing the trace plots and MCMC performance metrics as a global measure of posterior inference accuracy,460

the K-L divergence shows that anti-aliasing usually improves correspondence with the high-resolution posterior by a large

308removed: consistently converge
309removed: closer
310removed: and
311removed: produce challenging exceptions to these trends on
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margin. Anti-aliased models with large values of DKL correspond well with sub-Nyquist structures or with regions of com-

plexity close to the surface, confirming our intuition that inference in these models benefits from finer mesh resolution.

The aliased posteriors show differences with the high-resolution posteriors spanning many orders of magnitude in prob-

ability density, averaged over those modes the chain was able to reach. Since the aliased chains did not in general mix465

well, their values of DKL should be taken as indicative, whereas the anti-aliased chains with low R̂ represent more robust

estimates of the true divergence.

To fully characterize uncertainty in [..312 ]truly multi-modal problems, parallel tempering should be used to sample from all

modes in proportion to their posterior probability. However, without anti-aliasing, the low-temperature chain in the tempering

scheme will mix poorly and will rely more heavily on swap proposals to explore the posterior. The modes that do appear in470

anti-aliased posteriors are also more likely to represent distinct interpretations, rather than poorly-resolved strong correlations

between variables.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We have experimentally demonstrated the use and benefit of anti-aliasing only for kinematic models acting on a regular

rectangular mesh. However, we see several natural extensions to this work that extend the range and impact of anti-475

aliasing for parametric geological models. We describe these future directions in the following section.

5.1 Anti-aliasing in terms of the implicit scalar field

Although Blockworlds forward-models geology through the action of parametrized tectonic events, it is still an implicit

model in the sense that the unit interfaces are defined to be level sets of a scalar field, which we parametrize simply in

terms of the distance to the interface. The mathematics of our anti-aliasing prescription generalizes to any differentiable480

scalar field, including those used in co-kriging models that interpolate structural measurements (??). These models will

have different posterior geometries than kinematic models, since the modification of structural parameters produces more

localized changes in the block models. However, we see no intrinsic reason why the following treatment for general scalar

fields should not work just as well as for other types of implicit models, provided the interpolated geological structures

have minimal curvature on the mesh scale.485

For implicit geological models, each interface is defined as the level set Φ(r) = Φ0 of some scalar field Φ. The value

of Φ corresponds roughly to depth or to geological time, but has no intrinsic physical meaning except to ensure that the

geologic series of interfaces it defines are conformable. In interpolation models, the specific value Φ0 representing an

interface is fixed by observations (from surface measurements or boreholes). In this case, u⊥ can be calculated easily by

locally calibrating the scalar field to represent a physical distance in the neighborhood of an interface: for a voxel centered490

at r0, a first-order approximation of Φ gives

Φ(r) = Φ(r0) + (r− r0) · ∇Φ + O(r− r0)2 = Φ0, (22)
312removed: these poorly-constrained models
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which, using Equation 3 and writing the interface unit normal as n=∇Φ/|∇Φ|, can be rearranged to give

u⊥ = (Φ0−Φ(r0))/|h∇Φ|. (23)

In this way, each voxel can be anti-aliased simply by evaluating the scalar field and its gradient at the voxel center. For495

co-kriging models, the scalar field itself must be evaluated at the voxel centers to render it, and the field gradient can be

evaluated straightforward using the same trained model by differentiating the kernel.

5.2 Anti-aliasing in curvilinear coordinates

The development of the anti-aliasing [..313 ]mapping in Section 2.3 and [..314 ]its generalization in ?? assume that each voxel

is a cube. However, mesh cells with varying aspect ratios are common in geophysical inversions, for example in dealing with500

varying sensitivity with depth or with boundary conditions where high resolution is less important. It may also be useful for

some problems to work in curvilinear coordinates.

[..315 ]Another useful avenue of future work would be to extend Equation ?? to more general coordinate systems. Let

J = ∂r/∂u be the Jacobian of the transformation from dimensionless coordinates u on a unit voxel to physical coordinates

r, so that to first order u= J−1(r− r0). Equation [..316 ]3, defining the projection of a reference point in the voxel onto an505

interface running through the voxel, then becomes

u⊥ = u · 1

|Jn|
Jn, (24)

and Equation 3, defining u⊥ in terms of scalar field values for an implicit model, becomes

u⊥ = (Φ0−Φ(r0))/|J∇Φ|. (25)

5.3 Anti-aliasing for other geophysical sensors510

In this paper we have focused on gravity since it is among the most widely used geophysical sensors in an exploration context,

and since its linear response makes an anti-aliasing treatment straightforward. All of our results [..317 ]extend immediately to

magnetic sensors given the strong mathematical equivalence, and may also be appropriate for linear forward models of other

sensors such as thermal or electric conductivity, or for the slowness in travel-time tomography.

Useful schemes to anti-alias forward-modeled geology may exist for other sensors, as long as the sensor action at scales515

beneath the mesh spacing can be usefully approximated by a computationally simple function of the rock properties and the

interface geometry. Frequency-dependent sensors that probe a range of physical scales may require a frequency-dependent anti-

aliasing function, and similarly for sensors with anisotropic interactions with interfaces. While there is nothing fundamental

313removed: mappings in Sections
314removed: ?? assumes
315removed: Although Blockworlds does not implement this functionality, a change of variable should be enough to extend the anti-aliasing prescription
316removed: 6
317removed: should
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that prevents anti-aliasing for sensors that respond non-linearly to rock properties, mesh refinement may be more important in

these cases to ensure the numerical accuracy, as well as the continuity, of the posterior. The framework in this paper treats only520

quantities defined at mesh cell centers; while it may be possible to derive similar relations for quantities defined on mesh cell

faces and edges, as in finite-volume treatments of electromagnetic sensors, this represents future work.

5.4 [..318 ]

[..319 ]

[..320 ]525

[..321][..322][..323][..324]

[..325 ]

[..326 ]

[..327]

[..328 ]530

[..329 ]

[..330 ]
318removed: Limitations of anti-aliasing
319removed: Since the anti-aliasing approximation amounts to a strong prior on sub-mesh structure, understanding its limitations is critical in practical

modeling. Common sense suggests that no length scale parameter in the inference problem should ever be less than the voxel size h. However, as shown

in Fig. 1, departures from the true posterior can occur even at higher resolution, depending upon the resolving power of the data and the structure of the

likelihood.
320removed: The approximation giving rise to the first-order anti-aliasing scheme described in Eq. 6 and Eq. 3 will break down when higher-order terms

in the expansion become significant. This will manifest in a departure of the position of the best-fit flat plane from the expected position, and in curvature of

local interfaces. We can use the second-order term of the expansion to estimate this, so that our particular scheme assumes
325removed: where HΦ is the Hessian of Φ evaluated at the cell center r0.
326removed: This leads us towards a criterion we can use to evaluate whether our model is under-resolved within a given mesh cell. Although we would

expect the Hessian to be expensive to calculate at every mesh cell, it should be accessible to implicit models based on co-kriging, and could be spot-checked

only for cells lying near interfaces. Furthermore, within the context of MCMC, it might suffice to perform such a spot check about once per autocorrelation

time, when the Markov chain migrates to a new, independent region of parameter space. Carrying out the maximization explicitly is also probably not needed;

the behavior will depend on the largest singular value of HΦ, but a simpler criterion to evaluate is
328removed: An example for the sphere follows: setting Φ(r) = |r|2, we have∇Φ = 2r and HΦ = 2I . Equation ?? then holds when h/|r| � 1, and we

expect the aliasing to hold near the true sphere radius R when h�R, as we might expect.
329removed: A more practical calibration can be given, again, by working out a limiting case. For a sphere with radius equal to the mesh cell size, Eq. 3 will

overestimate its volume by a factor between 8% (if∇Φ points normal to a voxel face) to 20% (if it points along the voxel diagonal instead). The sphere is an

extreme case in that it has positive curvature everywhere, while a sinusoidally folded interface has no intrinsic curvature. Analytic calculations for other special

cases give deviations proportional to δv, with estimated partial volume errors around 0.1δv. For the sphere in Sect. 2.2, R/h= 4.5, so that 0.1δv = 2%.

Since about half of the sphere’s voxels lie at the interface, this is enough to explain the bias in inference shown in Fig. 1.
330removed: Another drawback in anti-aliasing is that it ignores the relative orientations of interfaces in voxels spanning multiple interfaces. If only one

interface passes through a voxel, Eq. ?? should result in a faithful representation of its density. If, however, that voxel is later faulted or brought up against
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[..331 ]

6 Conclusions

Our experiments show the potential pitfalls of using oversimplified projections of 3-D structural geology onto a volumetric535

basis for calculation of synthetic geophysics, and demonstrate an intuitive, efficient solution. Anti-aliasing reproduces the

smooth behavior of the underlying posterior with respect to the geological parameters, to enhance convergence of optimization

or mixing of sampling methods and to enable the use of derivative information in these methods. Anti-aliasing enables a fixed

volumetric basis to more faithfully represent sensor response to latent discrete geology with interfaces that are flat on the scale

of a mesh cell, reducing the computational burden of forward geophysics in an inversion loop. Our algorithm is also coordinate-540

invariant and can be combined with curvilinear meshes, and with mesh refinement techniques such as octrees (e.g. ?), for even

stronger results. Finally, the K-L divergence between versions of the log posterior using different mesh resolutions can be

calculated using MCMC samples, either online or in post-processing as a diagnostic, allowing the user to determine how

much the problem would benefit from additional mesh refinement.

We have focused on calculations over 3-D Cartesian volumetric meshes because implicit and kinematic models are naturally545

volumetric, and because existing geological modeling codes already export rock properties onto meshes as block models.

Introducing anti-aliasing into these geological models is a minimally invasive modification to enhance their use in MCMC-

based Bayesian inversions. Other [..332 ]discretization schemes built to align with geological interfaces, such as [..333 ]pillar

grids (?), may mitigate aliasing along the pillar, but still suffer aliasing of features cutting across the pillar axis and are

more limited in their representational power. Alternate methods for calculating gravity and magnetics[..334 ], such as the550

Cauchy surface method (??) or finite-volume methods on tetrahedral meshes ?? require many fewer discrete elements

than a 3-D volumetric mesh to achieve a given accuracy, since they follow an explicit lower-dimensional discretization of each

interface. These methods are most suitable for geological models that already parametrize unit interfaces explicitly. Using them

with implicit models, or with kinematic models that work by deforming and transporting volumetric elements, would introduce

additional computational overhead in tracking the positions of interfaces and updating an associated lower-dimensional mesh.555

The sensor response coefficients would then also have to be updated each time the model parameters are updated. There may

an unconformity, the true mean density in the voxel depends on which of the two formations is preferentially replaced by the new obtruding unit; Eq. ?? will

only give some mean value roughly correct when the two interfaces intersect at right angles. Anti-aliasing will thus become increasingly inaccurate with each

successive application to a voxel. This effect can cause biases even in geologies with exactly flat interfaces, but should remain small as long as the affected

voxels are not too numerous or too close to the surface. Such regions of complexity can be identified by flagging voxels within a projected distance u⊥ < h

of an interface, and the additional uncertainty in the lithology can be treated explicitly — for example, by assigning latent variables in the statistical model to

account for it.
331removed: Once an inversion has been performed, the best practice to assess bias will still be to repeat it with a different cell size. However, using these

metrics to assess an ensemble of models drawn from the prior, or tracking affected voxels while a trial inversion is running, could still be useful in determining

a suitable cell size for the final model.
332removed: methods
333removed: the Cauchy surface method
334removed: (??),
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still be geological use cases where tracking interfaces during the sampling process is more efficient than a finite volume solution

involving every voxel, but we defer examination of such cases to future work.

The accurate and efficient projection of these simple geological models onto meshes for geophysics calculations is a pre-

requisite to inversion for structural and kinematic parameters in more realistic situations. We can now take clear next steps560

towards MCMC sampling of kinematic histories for richer, higher-dimensional models. In addition, we can now move towards

sampling of hierarchical geophysical inversions that use a parametric structural model as a mean function. This will enable

voxel-space inversions for which the geological prior is expressed in terms of uncertain interpretable parameters, or inversions

for geology that include uncertainty due to residual rock property variations constrained by geophysics. These would represent

more complete probabilistic treatments of geological uncertainty in light of available constraints from geophysics.565

Code and data availability. The version of the Blockworlds model code used in this paper is archived with Zenodo (DOI: 10.5281/zen-

odo.5759225). The datasets used in the inversions are synthetic and can be reproduced exactly by running a set of scripts from the command

line that fix the random number seed used to generate those datasets, as described in the package manual.

Appendix A: MCMC performance metrics

In the definitions to follow, we follow notation introduced in ?. Consider M Markov chains, each of length N and with d-570

dimensional parameter vectors, are run independently or in parallel. Let θ[j]ki denote parameter k of d, drawn at iteration [j] of

N in chain i of M . Let

θ̂ki =
1

N
ΣNj=1θ

[j]
ki (A1)

denote the sample mean of parameter k over the N iterates of chain i, and

ski =
1

M − 1
ΣNj=1(θ

[j]
ki − θ̂ki) (A2)575

denote the sample variance of parameter k over chain i. Let θ̃k =
∑

1M
∑M
i=1 θ̂ki denote the sample mean of θ̂ki across all

chains. To summarize variation in parameter estimates across chains, let

Bk =
1

M − 1

M∑
i=1

(θ
[j]
ki − θ̂ki) (A3)

denote the sample variance in θ̂ki across chains, and

Wk =
1

M

M∑
i=1

s2ki (A4)580

denote the sample mean of s2ki across chains. Thus Bk is a measure of the variance in parameter estimates made from the

history of samples in any single chain on its own, and Wk is a measure of the overall variance of a parameter within any single

chain.
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A1 Integrated autocorrelation time

The autocorrelation function, measuring the correlation between parameter draws separated by a lag l when treating each chain585

as a time series, is

ρlki =
1

(N − l)Wk
(θ

[j]
ki − θ̂ki)(θ

[j−l]
ki − θ̂ki). (A5)

The integrated autocorrelation time (IACT), the sum of the autocorrelation function over lags l gives an estimate of the number

of chain samples required to obtain an independent draw from the stationary distribution:

τki = 1 + 2

N∑
l=1

(
1− k

N

)
ρlki. (A6)590

A2 Potential scale reduction factor

The potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) was introduced as a metric for chain convergence by ?. It measures the extent to

which uncertainty in a parameter could be reduced by continuing to sample beyond the nominal chain length N . A simple

version often implemented is

V̂k
Wk

=
N − 1

N
+
M + 1

MN

Bk
Wk

(A7)595

The behavior of the metric is driven by the ratio Bk/Wk, or the variance in parameter means from different chains as a fraction

of the overall marginal variance in that parameter. This can be large because of small number statistics in a unimodal problem,

but it can also be large because of poor mixing between modes in a multimodal problem, which increases the autocorrelation

between samples. ? advocate searching for multiple modes in advance and drawing starting points for MCMC from an overdis-

persed approximation to the posterior. They also account for sampling variability, including correlation between samples, via600

the modified metric

R̂=
V̂

W

ν

ν− 2
, (A8)

where ν = 2V̂ 2/v̂ar(V̂ ) represents the number of degrees of freedom in a t-distribution for θ̃k, with

v̂ar(V̂k) =

(
N − 1

N

)2
1

M
v̂ar(s2ki)

+

(
M + 1

MN

)2
2

M − 1
B2605

+ 2
(M + 1)(N − 1)

MN2

N

M

×
[

ˆcov(s2ki, θ̂
2
ki)− 2θ̃k ˆcov(s2ki, θ̂ki)

]
. (A9)

We use the metric R̂ for our experiments, given that autocorrelation times can be quite long for our chains.
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Figure 6. The log posterior distribution of pairs of parameters, denoted by θ, in kinematic model 1, relative to the maximal value

log10[p(θ|d)/p(θ̂MAP|d), where θ̂MAP = argmaxθp(θ|d). In each slice, the true values of gridded parameters are marked with red crosses,

and parameters not plotted are fixed at their true values. Columns correspond to different discretization schemes, from left to right: coarse

mesh (153) with no anti-aliasing; fine mesh (753) with no anti-aliasing; coarse mesh with anti-aliasing; fine mesh with anti-aliasing. The top

row shows a vertical cross-section at y = 0 of the 3-D rock density field under each discretization scheme. Rows 2-5 correspond to different

pairs of parameters in θ; For row 2, θ consists of the two non-basement layer thicknesses; for row 3, θ consists of the dip direction angles of

the two faults; for row 4, θ consists of the fault slips; for row 5, θ consists of the dip of the first fault and the thickness of the top layer.
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Figure 7. The log posterior distribution of pairs of parameters for Model 6. All plot properties are the same as in Fig. ??.
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Table 3. Performance metrics for each MCMC run[..276 ]: mean (best-case, worst-case) integrated autocorrelation time τ in samples

(×103)[..277 ]; mean (best-case, worst-case) potential scale reduction factor R̂ calculated across 4 runs starting from independent prior

draws[..278 ]; and sample Kullback-Liebler divergence DKL between the given model and the fine-mesh anti-aliased version, [..279 ]cal-

culated by combining samples from all 4 runs thinned by a factor of 1000.

Runs marked with ’AA’ are coarse-mesh anti-aliased, while those marked with only a single-digit [..280 ]model number have

anti-aliasing [..281 ]turned off.

Model τmean (τmin, τmax) R̂mean (R̂min, R̂max) DKL

1 0.6 (0.3, 0.8) [..282 ]×103 1.34 (1.00, 3.53) 14.78

1-AA 0.4 (0.2, 0.6) [..283 ]×103 1.01 (1.00, 1.04) 0.12

2 2.3 (0.6, 5.3) [..284 ]×103 1.59 (1.00, 5.83) 17.63

2-AA 0.2 (0.2, 0.3) [..285 ]×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) −0.08

3 2.5 (0.3, 6.2) [..286 ]×103 2.65 (1.00, [..287 ]15.4) 21.65

3-AA 1.0 (0.2, 3.2) [..288 ]×103 1.11 (1.00, 1.47) 0.01

4 3.5 (0.6, 6.9) [..289 ]×103 3.03 (1.01, [..290 ]21.6) 19.27

4-AA 0.6 (0.1, 1.9) [..291 ]×103 1.01 (1.00, 1.06) −0.08

5 3.5 (0.8, 6.6) [..292 ]×103 [..293 ]214 (1.04, [..294 ]2720) 184.5

5-AA 0.3 (0.2, 0.3) [..295 ]×103 [..296 ]19.9 (1.00, [..297 ]120) −3.14

6 4.1 (0.4, 6.6) [..298 ]×103 6.92 (1.01, [..299 ]27.0) 27.94

6-AA 0.6 (0.2, 1.2) [..300 ]×103 [..301 ]12.1 (1.00, [..302 ]72.1) −8.71

7 2.0 (0.6, 5.6) [..303 ]×103 2.39 (1.00, 8.48) 29.81

7-AA 0.3 (0.2, 0.4) [..304 ]×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) −0.45

8 2.5 (0.3, 6.7) [..305 ]×103 5.52 (1.00, [..306 ]36.9) 29.76

8-AA 0.1 (0.1, 0.1) [..307 ]×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.00) −1.74

9 1.9 (0.5, 4.0) ×103 13.0 (1.05, 89.5) 12.18

9-AA 0.3 (0.1, 0.6) ×103 4.97 (1.00, 25.0) 0.53

10 3.6 (1.3, 5.4) ×103 1.60 (1.02, 5.47) −2.78

10-AA 2.6 (2.1, 3.3) ×103 1.09 (1.00, 1.26) −10.76

11 0.2 (0.2, 0.2) ×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) 1.72

11-AA 0.1 (0.1, 0.1) ×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) 1.14

12 1.8 (0.4, 5.6) ×103 75.4 (1.03, 659) 4.33

12-AA 0.1 (0.1, 0.2) ×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) −5.38

13 2.4 (1.0, 3.7) ×103 17.0 (1.01, 89.9) 11.85

13-AA 0.2 (0.1, 0.3) ×103 1.00 (1.00, 1.02) −8.11

14 5.9 (1.5, 9.5) ×103 160 (1.37, 2350) 101.4

14-AA 1.1 (0.2, 1.7) ×103 16.5 (1.00, 133) 8.70

15 3.7 (0.5, 8.2) ×103 176 (1.20, 2180) 47.16

15-AA 2.0 (0.1, 6.2) ×103 1.73 (1.01, 7.09) −11.97
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Figure 8. Trace plots for Fault 1 basement density during MCMC sampling of Model 5 (coarse mesh). The four colors in each plot represent

four separate chains started from different prior draws. Traces begin at the end of burn-in and are thinned by a factor of 100 (every 100th

trace point is shown). Top: aliased model. Bottom: anti-aliased model.
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